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Key Takeways
• For liability-driven investors
seeking alternatives
to corporate bonds, Agency
mortgage-backed securities
can provide attractive
diversification benefits.
• Agency MBS appear favorably
valued relative to investment
grade corporate bonds.1
• Agency MBS have historically
provided strong downside
protection in times of equity
market volatility.

Investors can diversify their traditional long-duration corporate credit exposure
by allocating to long-duration securitized assets including Agency MBS, Agency
collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) and Agency commercial mortgagebacked securities.2 These asset classes have historically exhibited spread over U.S.
Treasuries, favorable liquidity profiles and little, if any, credit risk.3

Diversification Benefits
Historically, Agency CMO option-adjusted spreads (OAS) have exhibited low correlation to
corporate bond OAS over longer time periods. (Figure 1) As of September 30, the five-year
daily correlation between the OAS of the two indexes below was 0.34. Generally speaking,
the lower the correlation coefficient between assets, the more efficient the portfolio risk
reduction through diversification will be.
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Downside Protection
Historically, Agency CMOs have outperformed corporate bonds and kept pace with Treasuries during periods of significant S&P 500 Index
drawdown. (Figure 3)
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Fixed Income Index Performance During S&P 500 Index Drawdowns | January 1997 through September 2020
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Funded Status
The inclusion of Agency MBS can act to lower volatility and increase a pension plan’s overall funded status. (Figure 4)
Both of these scenarios represent a pension that starts at a 100% funded status and is allocated to three different asset classes: 100%
corporate bonds, a diversified mix of corporate bonds, Agency CMOs and Treasuries, and 100% Agency CMOs. Over the long term and
through the Global Financial Crisis, a portfolio allocated to the above mix of diversified assets ended with a higher funded status relative
to a portfolio of 100% corporate bonds while reducing volatility.
Long-Term Analysis | January 1, 2005 through September 30, 2020
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Global Financial Crisis Analysis | January 1, 2008 through March 31, 2009
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Liability Return is represented by the FTSE Pension Liability Index.
5
The Corporate Bonds portion is represented by the Bloomberg Barclays US Long Corporate Index.
6
The Corporate Bonds portion is represented by the Bloomberg Barclays US Long Corporate Index. The MBS portion is represented by a combination of the ICE BofA Agency
CMOs 10-Year+ Index and the Bloomberg Barclays US Treasury 20-Year+ Index; the weights of these two indexes are set, at the end of each month, such that the duration of the
overall portfolio equates to the duration of the Bloomberg Barclays US Long Corporate Index.
7
The MBS portion is represented by the ICE BofA Agency CMOs 10-Year+ Index.

DoubleLine’s Competitive Advantage
DoubleLine’s investment professionals have decades of combined experience investing in the Agency mortgage market. Our investment
team has exploited inefficiencies in the Agency mortgage market through many market cycles and various interest rate environments.
DoubleLine began to offer a long-duration Agency CMO-focused strategy in 2014 for the purpose of helping plan sponsors hedge their
liabilities via an alternative to corporate and Treasury bonds.
Our team recognized early on that a low correlated alpha source could be added to the conventional stable of hedging assets, helping
investors potentially reduce volatility, lower drawdowns and improve a plan’s overall funded status. We believe incorporating long-duration
Agency CMOs can provide a complement to the traditional long-duration tool kit of government securities and IG corporate bonds, that:
• may help improve a plan's funded status over time;
• enhances return potential versus long-duration government bonds with similar credit quality;
• and diversifies a long-duration corporate bond allocation while mitigating the potential impacts of credit migration.
In general, our long-duration portfolios seek better risk-adjusted returns versus traditional long-duration benchmarks such as the
Bloomberg Barclays US Long Government/Credit, Long Corporate or Long Government indexes while accommodating the longer-duration
needs of investors.
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Mr. Gioia joined DoubleLine in 2018. He is a member of the Product Specialist
Team. In this capacity, he is responsible for various aspects of DoubleLine product
marketing, investment strategy updates, portfolio communications and competitive
analysis, with a focus on DoubleLine’s Structured Product strategies. Mr. Gioia is also
responsible for producing market commentary and dedicated strategy content. As
part of the Product Specialist Team he attends the Fixed Income Asset Allocation,
Macro Asset Allocation, and Structured Product meetings. Prior to DoubleLine, Mr.
Gioia was an Investment Product Manager for Fidelity Investments. He holds a BS
in Financial Management and Business Administration with a minor in Accounting
from Salve Regina University. Mr. Gioia is a CFA® charterholder and holds the Series
7 and 63 Licenses.

Important Information Regarding This Material
Issue selection processes and tools illustrated throughout this presentation are
samples and may be modified periodically. These are not the only tools used by
the investment teams, are extremely sophisticated, may not always produce the
intended results and are not intended for use by non-professionals.
DoubleLine has no obligation to provide revised assessments in the event of
changed circumstances. While we have gathered this information from sources believed to be reliable, DoubleLine cannot guarantee the accuracy of the
information provided. Securities discussed are not recommendations and are
presented as examples of issue selection or portfolio management processes.
They have been picked for comparison or illustration purposes only. No security
presented within is either offered for sale or purchase. DoubleLine reserves the
right to change its investment perspective and outlook without notice as market
conditions dictate or as additional information becomes available. This material
may include statements that constitute “forward-looking statements” under the
U.S. securities laws. Forward-looking statements include, among other things,
projections, estimates, and information about possible or future results related
to a client’s account, or market or regulatory developments.
Important Information Regarding Risk Factors
Investment strategies may not achieve the desired results due to implementation lag, other timing factors, portfolio management decision-making, economic
or market conditions or other unanticipated factors. The views and forecasts
expressed in this material are as of the date indicated, are subject to change
without notice, may not come to pass and do not represent a recommendation
or offer of any particular security, strategy, or investment. All investments involve risks. Please request a copy of DoubleLine’s Form ADV Part 2A to review
the material risks involved in DoubleLine’s strategies. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results.
Important Information Regarding DoubleLine
In preparing the client reports (and in managing the portfolios), DoubleLine and
its vendors price separate account portfolio securities using various sources,
including independent pricing services and fair value processes such as benchmarking.
To receive a copy of DoubleLine’s current Form ADV (which contains important additional disclosure information, including risk disclosures), a copy of
DoubleLine’s proxy voting policies and procedures, or to obtain additional
information on DoubleLine’s proxy voting decisions, please contact DoubleLine’s
Client Services.

Important Information Regarding DoubleLine’s Investment Style
DoubleLine seeks to maximize investment results consistent with our interpretation of client guidelines and investment mandate. While DoubleLine seeks to
maximize returns for our clients consistent with guidelines, DoubleLine cannot
guarantee that DoubleLine will outperform a client’s specified benchmark or
the market or that DoubleLine’s risk management techniques will successfully
mitigate losses. Additionally, the nature of portfolio diversification implies that
certain holdings and sectors in a client’s portfolio may be rising in price while
others are falling or that some issues and sectors are outperforming while others
are underperforming. Such out or underperformance can be the result of many
factors, such as, but not limited to, duration/interest rate exposure, yield curve
exposure, bond sector exposure, or news or rumors specific to a single name.
DoubleLine is an active manager and will adjust the composition of clients’
portfolios consistent with our investment team’s judgment concerning market
conditions and any particular sector or security. The construction of DoubleLine
portfolios may differ substantially from the construction of any of a variety of
market indices. As such, a DoubleLine portfolio has the potential to underperform or outperform a bond market index. Since markets can remain inefficiently
priced for long periods, DoubleLine’s performance is properly assessed over a
full multi-year market cycle.
Important Information Regarding Client Responsibilities
Clients are requested to carefully review all portfolio holdings and strategies,
including by comparison of the custodial statement to any statements received
from DoubleLine. Clients should promptly inform DoubleLine of any potential or
perceived policy or guideline inconsistencies. In particular, DoubleLine understands that guideline enabling language is subject to interpretation and DoubleLine strongly encourages clients to express any contrasting interpretation as
soon as practical. Clients are also requested to notify DoubleLine of any updates
to client’s information, such as, but not limited to, adding affiliates (including
broker dealer affiliates), issuing additional securities, name changes, mergers or
other alterations to Client’s legal structure.
DoubleLine Group is not an investment adviser registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC).
DoubleLine® is a registered trademark of DoubleLine Capital LP.
© 2020 DoubleLine Capital LP
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